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THE ELM TREE
I, like most people watched the evening news reports of the fires and was
aghast at what I saw!
The cyclonic pillars of fire, enormous trees alight like matches, the clouds of
embers in front of the fires.
One can only imagine the heat, the smoke, the smell and the noise. And yet
into these fire storms stepped our fire fighters all volunteers and unpaid.
There have been many accolades given to these men and women, none are too high. The efforts
they made to protect properties whilst in some cases their own properties were burned beggars
belief.
We, as a country are so fortunate and in fact are blessed by those persons who are prepared to step
up and volunteer for all types of tasks. I truly believe that without all of our volunteers our country
could not exist in the form that we know and love.
Volunteers are everywhere: the school crossing supervisors, teacher’s aides, surf life savers,
community house helpers, firemen and women, the list is almost endless. In many cases we take
all of this volunteer contribution for granted and are too happy to complain something is not quite
right! Those who do the complaining are not usually those who step up to help.
Watching interviews with the various fire fighters and people involved in saving property and
lives when asked “why do they do it?” The common theme is “to support our community”. What a
magnificent statement.
I can recall several years back asking myself “why do I do this”? This question has occurred when
there has been the complaint from a disgruntled member who felt something wasn’t quite right.
Yes, as a group we display our human traits and occasionally make mistakes. That is the way of
life. I found the answer to this question when I realised that I achieved a level of satisfaction
assisting other people by passing on information that I have gained over many years. This is called
“playing it on”. My professional career was the same; I was always more than happy to help younger
engineers who were starting their way up the ladder. The satisfaction comes when you see them at
the top of the ladder and they haven’t fallen off.
VicGUM, like most genealogy and family history groups would not survive without the volunteers
that make it happen.
On the first day of our operation at the new VicGUM Support Centre we were delighted to welcome
30 visitors who came to inspect our new “home”.
And on a very positive note, 6 people volunteered to help on the open days in the office! Please
don’t think that you do not need to volunteer as others have done so. More volunteers means the
less arduous the task is for all. Remember the old saying: “many hands make light work”.
As usual to finish on a lighter note:
The following quotes are from a small book titled “Live and Learn and Pass It On”
•

I’ve learned it’s hard to argue with someone when they’re right! (Age 38)

•

I’ve learned that it doesn’t cost anything to be nice (age 66)

•

I’ve learned that children and grandparents are natural allies (age 46)

•	I’ve learned that I cannot expect others to
solve my problems (age 34)

Doug Elms, President

president@vicgum.asn.au			
					
					GUM
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Using the Turn Back Time Feature in
Family Tree Maker 2019

H

ave you ever wished that you
could turn back time? Have
you ever been in a situation where
you said to yourself, “I shouldn’t
have done that, I wish I could
change it”. Now I don’t watch
Doctor Who, and I don’t have a
Tardis, but by looking at the ads,
the good Doctor seems to have to
have undergone a favourable gender change.
But I digress.

Here is a better scenario. Six months ago you
found what you believed was a new ancestor.
You then diligently researched the line and over
the 6 months you have added [say] 100 new
ancestors, media and sources (of course). You
have faithfully added them all to your tree then suddenly discovered that they are not related at all.
(&^%#*#@). Other than the waste of time, how do you fix your tree and remove them all safely?
Well you may have a backup made before you started to add the wrong line. If so then great. But
what if you don’t? Murphy is alive and well when it comes to genealogy.
Now you could gradually delete them one by one, but boy, with the media and sources very slow
and messy and you will probably create other issues like the dreaded ‘Unknown Spouse’ or other
relationship errors.
Or maybe you can use the Extended Family Chart to delete the unwanted line. This is a better
option provided that you know what you are doing, and you are comfortable using the right mouse
option in Family Tree Maker. (See: Using the Right Mouse Button, September 2015). This was
probably the best option until……..you could turn back time!
Turn Back Time is the new option in Family Tree Maker 2019 and can roll back your tree to where
it was before you added in all those unwanted people, media and sources. Hallelujah!!!
This is what Software MacKiev says about it:
“From time to time, you will probably make a change in your tree that in hindsight turns out to have
been a mistake. And that one false step might have led to a string of unwanted changes. With the Turn
Back Time feature you can easily return your tree to the state it was in just before the original mistake
was made, without having to undo all of your actions one by one. And unlike the Undo command in
the Edit menu, it works even if you’ve closed and reopened the tree in the meantime”.

The Change Log
In version 2019, a new Change Log has been added to the Plan Workspace that records your last
1,000 (sic) changes. I think that even seeing the last 1,000 changes is great as it shows you who
you changed, what you changed, the date and time that you changed it. So even to use it as a log of
“What was I working on yesterday, last week, last month, etc.?” is very useful and if that is all it did,
it would be great.
But, as they say on the TV, “Wait there is more”.
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The change log
has three tabs
that allows you
to filter the list
by Date/Object,
All Records or
by Person, Media or Source, or by All Changes, Added, Changed or Deleted. That is 32 viewing
options! When you filter by Object, the collapse and expand buttons become active. Additionally,
you can print any filter. Note: The Share menu is not available in the change log, (a worthwhile
enhancement which I have suggested).

Go To and Roll Back Changes
It is very important that you thoroughly understand the differences between Go To and Roll
Back Changes. Software MacKiev notes:
 If you want to locate the person, media item, or source to which the selected change was made,
click Go To. You will be taken to the place in Family Tree Maker® where you can review the
record and its associated information and make any necessary corrections or changes.
 To reverse the selected change and all the changes that were made after it, click Roll Back
Changes. If you have reviewed the record, you will need to go back to the Change Log tab and
select the change again.
So Go To allows you to go to a particular person and make a local change, i.e. change a spelling, a
date, etc. Nothing else in your file is changed. You are simply using the Change Log to conveniently
find a record where you can apply any edits.
But Roll Back Time removes all the data between the current date and when you roll it back. Let us
say you rolled the tree back six months.
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ALL the information will be removed and the tree will look like what it did six months ago. And
of course if your tree is linked to Ancestry, and/or you also have an Antenna tree backup (See
GUM Newsletter January 2020), then these trees would also when synced or backed up ref lect the
changes. So Roll Back Time is a very powerful tool and I caution you to use it wisely. Unless you
have a huge erroneous line, I suspect that the Go To option will be the most popular, if not safer for
small changes.

Using the Turn Back Time Feature in FTM 2019 for Windows
Follow these steps to roll back changes:
1.

Back up your Tree.

2.

Go to the Current Tree tab on the Plan workspace.

3.	Click the Change Log tab to see an ordered list of up to 1,000 of the most recent changes
that you have made to your tree. You can print the list by clicking the Print Change Log
button at the top of the tab.
4.	Use the three drop-down lists at the top of the tab to help your search. You can sort the list
by the object (the person record, the media item, the smart filter, etc.), date, type of record
(person, media, or source), and change type (addition, change, or deletion). You can click
the Expand all button to view all lists of changes sorted by object and the Collapse All
button to show only the names of the objects again. To display changes from the earliest to
the latest or the other way around, click the Change Date column header.
5.

Select a change in the list, then do one of the following:
 If you want to locate the person, media item, or source to which the selected change was
made, click Go To. You will be taken to the place in Family Tree Maker where you can review
the record and its associated information and make any necessary corrections or changes.
 To reverse the selected change and all the changes that were made after it, click Roll Back
Changes. If you have reviewed the record, you will need to go back to the Change Log tab and
select the change again.

6.	If you decided to roll back the changes, review the list of everything that will be undone
in the dialog that appears. To print the list, click Print. Make sure you Backup your tree
before roll back changes checkbox is selected so that your tree is securely backed up before
proceeding. Then click Roll Back Changes to confirm the roll back.

Using the Turn Back Time Feature in FTM 2019 for Mac
Follow these steps to roll back changes:
1.

Back up your Tree.

2.

Go to the Current Tree tab on the Plan workspace.

3.	Click the Change Log tab to see an ordered list of up to 1000 of the most recent changes that
you have made to your tree. You can print the list by clicking the Print Change Log button
at the top of the tab.
4.	Use the three pop-up menus at the top of the tab to help your search. You can sort the list
by the object (the person record, the media item, the smart filter, etc.), date, type of record
(person, media, or source), and change type (addition, change, or deletion). You can click
the Expand all button to view all lists of changes sorted by object and the Collapse all
button to show only the names of the objects again. To display changes from the earliest to
the latest or the other way around, click the Change Date column header.
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5.

Select a change in the list, then do one of the following:
 If you want to locate the person, media item, or source to which the selected change was
made, click Go To. You will be taken to the place in Family Tree Maker® where you can review
the record and its associated information and make any necessary corrections or changes.
 To reverse the selected change and all the changes that were made after it, click Roll Back
Changes. If you have reviewed the record, you will need to go back to the Change Log tab and
select the change again.

6.	If you decided to roll back the changes, review the list of everything that will be undone in
the dialog that appears. To print the list, click Print. Make sure the Backup your tree before
rolling back changes checkbox is selected so that your tree is securely backed up before
proceeding. Then click Roll Back Changes to confirm the roll back.

IMAGE from Software MacKiev

Reference:
https://support.mackiev.com/913226-Using-the-Turn-Back-Time-Feature

Conclusion:
This completes my walk through of the major new features in Family Tree Maker 2019. The five
articles are:
FTM 2019 First Look November 2019, Tree Browser December 2019, TreeVault January 2020,
FamilySearch February 2020, Turn Back Time March 2020.

John Donaldson										GUM
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There are times when life doesn’t hand you a complete PDF. If you’re left with multiple pages or
a PDF document in multiple parts, you’ll want to merge it into a single file on your Mac before
sending it out. Here’s how to do that using your Mac’s built-in tools.

How to Merge PDFs Using Preview
Preview is one of the hidden gems of macOS. Not only is it great for editing images and signing
documents, but you can also perform simple PDF operations without paying for a dedicated PDF
editing app.
Using the Preview app, you can easily combine multiple PDF documents. You can also add in a
couple of pages from a different PDF document. Here’s how it works.
Open your given PDF file in the Preview app. Next, make sure you can view the Thumbnails bar
on the left side of the window. If you can’t see it, click on the “Sidebar” button and click on the
“Thumbnails” option.

You’ll now be able to see a list of all pages in the document.
Now, go to the menu bar and select the “Edit” option. Here, go to the “Insert” option and then click
on the “Page from File” button.
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The Preview app will now ask you to choose a PDF. Navigate to the folder where you’ve saved the
second PDF file. Once you’ve selected the file, click on the “Open” button.

You’ll now see that all the pages from the second PDF are added to the end of the current PDF. To
confirm, scroll down in the Thumbnails section to look at the total page count.

Preview also lets you add individual pages from another PDF file into your original document. To
do this, open two PDF files in two different Preview windows and keep them side by side.
Now, click and drag the page from the second PDF into the original document. Go to the
Thumbnails section and once you’ve got the correct location, release the click to drop the page
in the original document. You can repeat this process to add more PDF pages from multiple
documents.
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Now that the PDFs are merged, it’s time to save them as a new PDF file.
Go to the “File” section in the menu bar and click on the “Export as PDF” button.
Finally, give the PDF file a new name, and once you’ve selected the destination, click on the “Save”
button.

The merged PDF will now be saved to the destination folder.
https://www.howtogeek.com/469641/how-to-merge-pdfs-on-mac/

Khamosh Pathak

“How to Geek”							

GUM

Note: (The full version of Acrobat does this very easily as do a number of other PDF apps.
Merv Leeding wrote a series of brilliant articles on using PDF and you can look up all his articles in
the GUM index. Public Downloads on the web page. They are even also in the Merv Leeding Index
as well . Ed)
https://www.vicgum.asn.au/index.php?option=com_jdownloads&task=download.
send&id=178&catid=15&m=0
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M

The PC and the Macintosh are Dying

ost of today’s genealogists use some sort of computer program to keep track of the
information found during their searches. Popular programs include RootsMagic, Legacy
Family Tree, Family Tree Builder, Reunion, Family Historian, AncestralQuest, Family Tree Maker,
Heredis, Mac Family Tree, and quite a few others. They all have one thing in common: they are all
becoming obsolete.
To be sure, obsolescence won’t happen overnight. Even so, if you use any of these Windows or
Macintosh programs, you might start thinking about your future plans for these programs.
NOTE #1: Windows computers are usually referred to as “personal computers,” or PCs. In
fact, Macintosh computers are also personal computers and also qualify for the term “personal
computers” or PCs. In this article, I will use the term “PC” to refer equally to both Windows and
Macintosh desktop and laptop systems.
The PC industry is now losing money. After about
three decades of spectacular growth, sales of PCs are
now decreasing every year. Market research outfit IDC
recently updated their estimates, and they now project
a drop of nearly 5 percent in PC sales this year. The
company earlier had a forecast of a 3.3 percent decline.
PC manufacturers, including Dell, Lenovo, Apple,
Hewlett-Packard, Asus, Acer, and others are all reporting
decreasing sales.
The numbers ref lect the number of PCs sold. However,
when examining profits, the numbers are even worse.
Not only is the number of PCs being sold decreasing, but
the total profits are dropping even faster. Today’s PCs
are cheaper than ever, resulting in less and less profit per
computer sold. The combination of fewer computers being
sold plus lower profit per computer is “double trouble”
and is worrying the executives of almost every computer
manufacturer. Companies that produce software—including those that produce genealogy
software—are also concerned about their future. Sales of Windows and Macintosh software of all
sorts are decreasing every year.
For company executives who are able to see the future, however, the outlook is certainly not
gloomy. While PC sales are decreasing rapidly, sales of mobile devices are shooting up like a rocket.
The hardware and software firms who can adjust to the new marketplace demands probably can
remain profitable for at least another decade.
In fact, I would suggest that the entire computer industry is not declining. While sales of desktop
and laptop PCs are dropping, sales of smaller devices are booming. The computer industry isn’t
declining. Instead, it is shifting to smaller devices.
Apple sold more than 2.2 billion iPhones from 2007 through 2018. (2019 figures have not yet been
released). At an annualized rate, that would put iPhone sales alone above IDC’s prediction for the
entire PC market. Apple’s financial success is typical of the criss-crossing trajectories of mobile
devices and PCs. Apple’s sales of desktop and laptop computers is declining, but its sales of mobile
devices is skyrocketing.
Android smartphones and tablet sales are difficult to measure because so many different
manufacturers produce Android devices, and each company reports its sales a bit differently.
However,there is no doubt that several producers of Android tablets and smartphones are also
enjoying great commercial success.
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Now, here are the questions for genealogists:
Will the genealogy software companies be able to adjust?
Will they switch from desktop and laptop PC software to provide similar products for mobile
devices? Indeed, several companies have already embarked on new products to do just that.
RootsMagic, Legacy Family Tree, Family Tree Builder, Family Tree Maker, Heredis, Mac Family
Tree, Reunion, and others have already produced products for mobile computing devices that
complement existing PC genealogy software. In addition, new companies have jumped into the fray
as well, many of them selling only genealogy programs for mobile devices.
Another factor in all this is the
integration of the cloud into
our computing lives. Many
of today’s genealogy software
products for mobile devices are
simply a mix of software on
Internet servers (“in the cloud”)
and software in mobile devices.
Products include MyHeritage
and the Ancestry apps for
Apple and Android that simply
connect the power of today’s
hand-held computers with the
immense storage capacities of
online servers in the cloud.
There is a side issue in this
that sounds like a negative for
the industry, but I see it as a
positive. Even though Apple and Android mobile devices are enjoying growth, the primary growth
recently has been in smartphones, not in tablet computers.
Then there are Chromebooks. While not handheld,
Cromebooks are lightweight, low-cost laptops that have
been selling like hotcakes. Most of the programs that run on
Chromebooks are cloud-based and some of them are very
powerful applications. In 2023, Chromebook global sales
are expected to reach 17 million units, according to Statista.
comat:
https://www.statista.com/statistics/749890/
worldwidechromebook-unit-shipments/.
The sales of so called smartphones continue to climb.
Anyone who has used an Apple iPhone with its gorgeous
Retina display or a Samsung Galaxy or a Google Pixel
4 Android phone can understand why. These phones
with large, high-resolution screens are blurring the
distinction between a mobile phone and a tablet. Indeed,
they are sometimes called “phablets,” a combination of
the words “phone” and “tablet.” I don’t see tablets and
mobile phones as two different products. Instead, they
are blending together these days as the power of tablets
and even of desktop computers is becoming available in mobile phones. The combined sales of
”smartphones” and tablets continue to grow rapidly.
I now carry my genealogy database with me wherever I go, including all research notes and text
files. Even the images of old documents and pictures of family members are available to me at
(almost) all times.
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I never leave home without my smartphone, and it has an app installed that connects to servers
in the cloud where all my data are stored. I can compare notes and family trees with genealogists
I meet at conferences and elsewhere. I can also check my previous research results when I am
researching in a library or an archive.
I find that accessing my data in the cloud works about 99% of the time. I have successfully
connected online and been able to access my genealogy data while in airliners, trains, commuter
buses, in many city parks and even from a cemetery.
NOTE #2: My smartphone and many other mobile phones will work as a “cellular modem” and will
add online connectivity to tablet computers, and to Windows, Macintosh, Linux, and Chromebook
laptops.

There have been one or two occasions when I could not establish a connection to either a mobile
phone network or a wi-fi connection. However, those problems have been rare. All in all, the results
are still better and more reliable than hauling around a laptop computer all the time.
I am not alone in this. Hundreds of thousands of genealogists are doing the same today, and that
number certainly will grow as the years go by.
As with everything else in computers, the genealogy software for mobile devices is not perfect; it is
still evolving. The displays on smartphones and some tablet computers are still small and cramped
although not as limited as they were a few years ago. The newer mobile phones with larger displays
and, even better, more pixels per square inch, can now display charts, images, and maps in a
manner undreamed of only a few years ago. This trend obviously will continue.
Another lagging function in mobile genealogy apps is the printing capability. Most of today’s
genealogy software for mobile devices is not good at printing reports and charts. Again, this is
improving but still has a way to go before it can equal the charts and reports being delivered by
today’s desktop software.
My mobile phone can print to the printers in my home or to printers anywhere else in the world, as
long as I have permission to print, even though I might be located thousands of kilometres away.
It can print to printers and even to plotters at any FedEx Office (formerly called Kinko) store.
However, the variety and quality of those printed reports still needs improvement.
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The history of computing has proven that such improvements always happen, although perhaps not
at the speed we all would like. You can learn more about “cloud printing” on Wikipedia at:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloud_printing.

Then again, many of us are also learning not to waste paper by printing. The primary reason for
printing anything has always been so that we could keep the information and take it with us. That
was a valid use back in the days of (heavy) desktop computers but no longer seems relevant. Do we
really need to do that on paper when the same information is always available to us at any time,
either in pocket or purse? Why do I need a printed report when I can quickly display the same
thing on my mobile device’s screen within seconds? Even better, the online version displayed in my
smartphone or tablet is always up-to-date, unlike printed reports.
The bottom line is that hundreds of thousands of genealogists are using their mobile phones and
tablets more and more every year while using their desktop and laptop computers less and less.
We do this for genealogy as well as for email, Facebook, appointment calendars, GPS navigation,
keeping grocery shopping lists, to-do lists, playing games, and for dozens of other purposes as well.
The genealogy and other software programs we have been using are slowly becoming obsolete, but
many of the software producers are bringing out equivalent or even better products that run on
smartphones and tablets. (I still like doing my genealogy on my big iMac Ed)

Here is my prediction

As mobile computers become more powerful, as online and off line storage spaces continue to
increase, and as the software for mobile devices matures, these devices will eventually replace our
desktop and laptop computers. This change will not be completed in 2020 and probably not in 2021,
but it will happen eventually.
Stay tuned to this newsletter as we find out together how much of this prediction becomes our
reality.

Dick Eastman (His newsletter is now 24 years old)					GUM
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Free Legacy Family Tree update now
available (version 9.0.0.339)

Legacy has released an important new update for Legacy Family Tree 9 users (free) to download.
https://legacyfamilytree.com/DownloadUpdate.asp
It is a recommended update to enable you to continue using Legacy 9, and provides fixes to minor
issues you have reported to us. So download the update to get the best Legacy ever!
See the download instructions below for step-by-step instructions on installing this update.

What’s Been Fixed
View the January 22, 2020 release notes at: https://legacyfamilytree.com/RevisionHistory9.asp

How to Update
For our Deluxe Edition users, all you have to do is connect to the Internet, start Legacy 9, and
click on the “Install and Download Now” link on the Legacy Home tab. If you’re reading this from
within the Legacy Home tab inside of Legacy 9, you’ll first need to click on the Home button in the
top left of the Legacy Home tab which looks like the following picture:

If you are a Standard Edition
Legacy user, you will need to visit
our website. Go to:
http://www.legacyfamilytree.com/
DownloadUpdate.asp and follow
the instructions.

Patsy Daly commented
I prefer to go to the Legacy Home page at my leisure.
So I have set an option in my Legacy file to be notified. On the Legacy Home tag (where you were)
on the right hand side select Options. (see above image). Allow Options to connect the Internet
Options for News Items. That will tell when there is a new version. BTW the other option will
display Birthdays etc., on the same page.
The updates have been fixes in the main. (See: https://legacyfamilytree.com/RevisionHistory9.asp
from the website under downloads and updates). But this update includes updates to all their
Windows security certificates so is an important change.
I would encourage anyone who is “updating” Legacy to actually download the complete Legacy
from the Download tab on the web - https://legacyfamilytree.com/Index.asp

Legacy and Patsy Daly								GUM
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Microsoft’s new Edge Chromium browser
launches on Windows and macOS

The stable release build is now available to download

Microsoft officially launched its new Edge Chromium browser on 16 January across both
Windows and macOS. A stable version of the browser is now available for everyone to download,
just over a year after the software maker revealed its plans to switch to Chromium. Microsoft is
initially targeting Edge at enterprise users of Windows and macOS, but consumers will be able to
manually download and install it, too.

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/edge
In the coming months, Microsoft plans to automatically update Windows 10 users with this new
version of Edge which will fully replace the existing built-in browser. The company is taking
a slow and careful approach, bringing the new Edge gradually to groups of Windows 10 users
through Windows Update before it’s fully rolled out to everyone in the summertime. Microsoft is
also releasing this version of Edge to OEMs, so expect to see machines start arriving in the backto-school period with the new version of Edge pre-installed. Microsoft will eventually bake this
directly into a future Windows 10 update, and it will be part of Windows 10X for foldable and
dual-screen devices. An ARM64 version of Edge won’t be available today, but it’s expected to come
to the stable channel shortly.
While Edge Chromium is available today, it’s also launching without some features you might be
familiar with if you’re used to using Chrome. Both history sync and extension sync are missing at
launch, but things like favourites, settings, addresses / contact info, and passwords will all sync.
Microsoft is planning to have these missing sync features available later this year. The good thing
is the rest of Edge is very similar to Chrome and even includes support for Chrome extensions.
Where Edge differs is new features like Collections, which allows you to collate images and content
from the web, and tracking prevention.
You can choose from three different levels to avoid being tracked on the web in Edge, and the
default setting will block trackers from sites you haven’t visited before. This makes sure content
and ads are less personalized and harmful trackers are blocked. There’s also a strict setting that
blocks the majority of trackers on the web, but that could mean some parts of sites fail to load or
might not work correctly.
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If you’re familiar with Ghostery, (https://www.ghostery.com/) then Microsoft’s built-in protection
Edge is similar.

So why even switch to Microsoft’s Edge Chromium browser?
Microsoft is banking on enterprise users switching to get access to features like Internet Explorer
mode, which lets businesses load legacy IE sites within Edge automatically. The added anti-tracking
features, Collections, and support for 4K Netf lix with Dolby Atmos and Dolby Vision will also be
important differentiators over Chrome.
There’s also the aspect of trust and which browser company you want to trust with your browsing
history and privacy. Google is phasing out third-party cookies and trackers in Chrome (See page
15), but not for two years. That gives Edge, Safari, Firefox, and others an opportunity to capitalize
on web users who are a little more privacy-conscious. This alone won’t be enough to get everyone
to switch away from Chrome, but Microsoft has a better opportunity than most with its Windows
dominance in the enterprise and the fact Edge is now a lot more compatible with the web.

Edge Collections feature
Compatibility is key, and it’s one of the big reasons why Microsoft chose Chromium in the first
place. Chromium offers instant web compatibility, and it also allows Microsoft to bring its web
browser elsewhere. Unusually, Microsoft released Edge for Windows 7, even though it just went out
of support on 14 January. The company won’t say how long it will support Edge on Windows 7 for,
but Google has committed to at least mid-2021. Edge is also arriving on Windows 8.1 and macOS,
and it’s being updated on both Android and iOS.
Ultimately, the success of Edge Chromium could come down to whether it’s fully embraced by web
developers and competitors like Google. During the beta period of Edge, we’ve seen both Google
Meet and Google Stadia be inaccessible in Edge Chromium, despite working in both Chrome and
beta versions of Chrome. Hopefully, this new version of Edge will prevent Chrome from turning
into the new Internet Explorer 6 and restore some healthy browser competition to a market that
is dominated by Chrome. It’s a good thing for consumers to have two tech giants competing to
improve the web, as everyone gets a better web browser as a result.
If you’re interested in trying out the new Edge, you can download it for Windows or macOS over at
Microsoft’s Edge site.

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/edge
Tom Warren											

GUM

(For many years Family Tree Maker (Win) used a cut down version of Internet Explorer as its built
in web browser. With version 2017, it went to the Chromium based browser. Of course FTM Mac
uses a version of Safari. Ed.)
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Part 1
Introduction
Family Book Creator (FBC) is a plugin for Family Tree Maker and has been around since Family
Tree Maker version 2010. Recently, the author Stefan Harms of Hamburg, Germany released an
update of FBC for Family Tree Maker 2019. The update firstly ports FBC into Family Tree Maker
version 2019 (Windows only) but also adds some nice new features. Additionally, he has also
updated FBC for Family Tree Maker 2017 for those who choose not to update Family Tree Maker
from version 2017 to 2019. So the best of both worlds.
GUM has received a number of requests from members to run a seminar or workshop on FBC
and so it has been decided to address these requests in two ways. Starting in this March 2019
newsletter, we will run a 3 or 4-part series on FBC. Then to coincide with the final article
(probably June) we will run a Sunday afternoon presentation on FBC (which we will also video for
GUMview).

What is FBC?
FBC is a book creator plugin for Family Tree Maker. What it does is use all the information (and
I mean all the information) including media, sources, notes, stories as well as names, places and
dates, etc., that you have in Family Tree Maker and arrange it into a multi-optioned book.

But Wait, Family Tree Maker already has a book module, why do I need FBC?
Yes, Family Tree Maker has a book module which can create a ‘book’ that will include some of your
data, standard reports, charts, notes and smart stories and it will also include a Table of Contents
(TOC) as well as a name Index. It will allow you to export the book as a PDF file. And for a lot of
folk that is fine. You don’t need or have to pay for the FBC plugin.
But what FBC provides however is a much more extensive book with many, many, more options. If
you want to write serious books with all the proper book properties then you need FBC.

What is a Plugin?

(Caution technical information ahead)

A plugin (sometimes called an add-in) is a software program or application that provides
additional capability to another program or application. Plugins are very common in software and
programs like Word, Excel, Photoshop, Chrome and many, many other applications have plugins
available for them. The advantage of a plugin is that you only pay for it if you want the additional
capability it provides. Some plugins are in fact free, but most have a cost.
Plugins depend on the services provided by the host application and do not usually work by
themselves. Conversely, the host application operates independently of the plugins, making it
possible for end-users to add and update plugins dynamically without needing to make changes to
the host application.
Another way to consider plugins is when you add options when buying a car. The car may have a
base price, but if you want better wheels, sound system, LED lighting, etc., etc., then you pay extra.
The motor manufacturers are experts in selling you options which can sometimes nearly double
the price you pay. And it applies to many other products, think of airline seats.
Whilst you download and install the FBC.EXE plugin program file, it will only work if you have
the host Family Tree Maker installed on your computer.
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During the installation of FBC (which I will get to shortly), it looks for and installs itself as a plugin
to Family Tree Maker. Family Tree Maker has been designed to accept the FBC plugin.
There are exceptions and Charting Companion, a charting plugin for Family Tree Maker which
adds 17 additional charts works both as a plugin (Windows version only) but will also run as a
stand-alone application using a GEDCOM file. Don’t you just love exceptions. More on plugins?
(See: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plug-in_(computing)).
But what it means to Family Tree Maker is that if you want to produce better books, then you
should consider the FBC plugin.

How/where do I get FBC?
As I noted in the Introduction, FBC is produced in Germany by Stefan Harms and the web page to
start is: https://www.familybookcreator.com/en/. Bookmark this. You can also download it from the
Software MacKiev sales page at: https://www.mackiev.com/store_us.html, but for the rest of this
introductory article, I will be using the FBC site.

A Free Trial Version
Yes the good news is that you can download a free trial version of FBC and load it on your
computer. The link is: https://www.familybookcreator.com/en/menu-download-en. The conditions
and restrictions are:

Download
You will receive a link to the download area by e-mail after you have successfully subscribed to the
free newsletter and your subscription has been confirmed. To register, your first and last name and
a valid e-mail address is required.
If you do not receive a message with the subject “Family Book Creator Download Information”
(please check your SPAM or junk mail folder as well) within 24 hours, please contact the FBC
technical support team via email at: https://www.familybookcreator.com/en/menu-support-en
In case you do not receive any messages please check your SPAM or Junk email folder. This is best
done by using the web interface of your email provider as it seems that some tools like ‘Mail for
Windows 10’ do prevent you from seeing this folder.
For Hotmail or Outlook accounts, please login at outlook.live.com . To check your Junk Folder,
simply click the ‘Junk Email’ folder link on the left on the navigation panel.

Prerequisites
Family Tree Maker for Windows
Family Book Creator is a plugin for Family Tree Maker 2010, 2012, 2014, 2014.1, 2017 or 2019 on
your Windows machine. This means you need to have Family Tree Maker for Windows installed in
order to install and use the plugin. (I think only the 2017 and 2019 versions are now available. Ed.)
Note: There is no macOS X Version available.
A word processing application like Microsoft Word may help
Family Book Creator is able to create full featured sophisticated Book Documents in multiple
formats like DOCX, DOC, PDF and EPUB without the need of having Microsoft Word or any other
word processor or PDF application installed. You will only need a word processor like Microsoft
Word if you are going to add additional content to your book document. It is possible to use
OpenOffice Writer as a word processor as well, but then not all Family Book Creator features are
supported.
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Free Trial Edition
This plugin is distributed on a try-before-you-buy basis, which gives you the opportunity to test
the demo version to make sure it works right on your computer and you really need it. To continue
using it after the trial period is over you have to license the product.
You can test the plugin without a license for a limited period of time. The trial limitations are:
 Only the data of seventy families are shown
 Once in a while instead of the lifespan for an individual just the text “Free - Trial” is shown
inside family charts
 From time to time the month of an event is replaced with “trial month” inside narrative
sections
 Every page contains a watermark on the background
 The button “Save Settings” is not enabled
FBC strongly recommends that you download the free trial version first to see if it suits your
needs.
The download file size is 132.9 MB
The outright buy price is USD 54.95 (~AUD 80)

Help and Support
User Guide
There is an extensive PDF User Guide available for download at:
https://www.familybookcreator.com/media/files/UserGuideFBC2019.pdf
Answers to frequently asked support questions (FAQs) about Family Book Creator can also be
found in the Support section of the product website (https://www.familybookcreator.com/en/)
If there is no answer to your question and the manual does not provide the help you need, please
send an email to support (https://www.familybookcreator.com/en/menu-support-en)
And a youtube video at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g-McsMnQCtM

Installing Family Book Creator
A self-extracting installation package is used for installing the plugin on your system and for
integration into Family Tree Maker, Windows Installer technology is used for the installation,
maintenance, and removal of the plugin on your Microsoft Windows system.
Family Tree Maker has to be closed before starting the installation of Family Book Creator.
Double-click on the installation archive (for example FamilyBookCreator2019_24.14.230.568_
en.exe) in order to run the Setup Wizard and follow the instructions. If the User Account Control
window opens, click “Yes” to continue. The installer will check whether a Family Tree Maker 2017
or 2019 installation is available on the system. It is not possible to install Family Book Creator
without an FTM 2017 or FTM 2019 installation on your system.
Restart Family Tree Maker and click on Tools>Plugins>Export with Plugins>Family Book Creator
2019
This will open the initial Menu.
Thanks for this article John. Just a tip for the unwary that is in the more detailed FBC installation
instructions, but not in the brief one.
If you have installed a FTM 2019 but not removed FTM 2017, FBC won’t open in 2019 (It thinks you
want it to stay in 2017). You need to remove 2017 to get it to “find” 2019. (This was my error with a
seemingly invisible FBC plug-in that said it was there but could be seen.) (CC. Proof reader).
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FTM Starting FBC

FTM Managing Plugins

I have both FBC and
Charting Companion installed

FBC Splash Screen

FBC Initial Menu
Next Month
I will go through starting and the initial menu and the 11 Book Items Options

*80
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What to Expect from FamilySearch in 2020
The following announcement was written by FamilySearch:

Making fun personal and family discoveries at FamilySearch.org will be easier than ever in 2020.
FamilySearch.org, the popular, free genealogy website, has announced some of its plans to enhance
user experiences in 2020 through select updates and improvements to records and Family Tree
search capabilities. As a global leader in free family history discovery experiences, FamilySearch
serves more than 13 million users worldwide.
In 2020, FamilySearch will add over 500 million new viewable digital images and searchable records
online, ensuring more exciting discovery opportunities. The following list gives an idea of more fun
innovation to anticipate.

Sitewide Support for Additional Languages
FamilySearch has a growing international user base and will translate core user experiences into
additional languages in 2020.

Family Tree
The FamilySearch Family Tree is the world’s largest shared tree. In 2020, users will enjoy an
improved merge experience. They will be able to learn more and more easily collaborate by
combining duplicate profiles for common ancestors.
The Latest Changes feature for ancestor profiles (FamilySearch person pages) will be enhanced,
allowing users to see more details of all past edits and changes through the family tree view.
The FamilySearch mobile app will release a cool new My Contributions feature available in both
iOS and Android formats, with access on the website to follow. My Contributions will help users
organize their family history work in three tabs:
Stats. These stats summarize your contributions to the shared Family Tree. They will include
sources and memories attached and persons added.
Changes. This item is a list of all your activity in the shared Family Tree. Changes are organized by
person, with the most recent on top.
Private Persons. This tab shows you a list of the living and confidential people you have added to
the Family Tree, allowing you to better manage them within your private space. Only you are able
to see and modify these profiles.
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Memories
A simple but powerful update in Memories will allow users to add topic tags to photos and
documents uploaded to FamilySearch.org. This change will improve the ability to categorize
memories that users add to their ancestors’ profiles and enable them to search for specific memories
among those that have been uploaded.
Users will also be able to “like” whole albums in FamilySearch Memories. Currently, they can
only “like” individual photos and other memories so they show up in the My Likes section of their
Memories gallery.

Social Interactions and Social Media
In 2020, FamilySearch will make updates to help improve social interactions between users on
FamilySearch.org. For example, Family Tree users will find it easy to share the profile pages of their
ancestors on social media channels.

Searching Records
A new tool, Explore Images, will be available for viewing new record images within days of their
being digitized from archives worldwide and published on FamilySearch.org, not to mention the
billions of other historical records images FamilySearch already has online. This feature will give
users quicker and better access to images that aren’t yet text-searchable.
Indexers will be able to edit dates and places on indexed records. This feature is an expansion of the
update from 2019 that allowed users to edit the name field on indexed records.

10th Anniversary of RootsTech
RootsTech, one of the largest genealogy conferences in the world, will once again be held at the
historic Salt Palace in Salt Lake City, Utah, on February 26–29, 2020. The theme, “The Story
of You,” will celebrate the many contributions that have been made in genealogy research and
encourage attendees to ref lect on their personal journeys. For seasoned researchers as well as
beginners, the 300 breakout sessions, impressive keynote speakers, professional entertainers, and
exciting events are sure to have something for everyone.

Dick Eastman 										GUM
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Why You Should ALWAYS Have a USB
Flash Drive in Your Genealogy Toolbox!

Are you attending the Salt Lake Institute of Genealogy in Salt Lake City this week? Or have you
made a recent genealogy research trip to the Family History Library or perhaps another record
repository? You may notice that genealogists always have at least one USB f lash drive ready to
download images and other finds.

You might think that with cloud storage and wireless technology these storage devices are outdated
and not in use, but that is NOT the case at all. I still have a variety of USB f lash drives and I use
them all the time as part of my data storage and data backup plan.

Tips on Using a USB Flash Drive for Genealogy Research
Here are my best tips on getting the most out of a USB Flash Drive when using them for genealogy
and family history research:
 Faster is NOT Always Better! Yes most of the new USB f lash drives use the 3.0 technology
ensuring faster uploads and downloads. However, the best deals on these drives can be found
with USB 2.0 technology.
 Password Protect your USB f lash drive! To protect your data in case your USB f lash drive is
lost, add a password for access.
 Make sure you place your name and email address (and mobile phone number) on a small
label on the USB f lash drive. This way if you leave it in a computer at a library or repository,
you'll be more likely to have it returned to you!
 Add an IF FOUND text file! Another method of ensuring you'll receive your lost USB f lash
drive back, is to create a TXT file named IF_FOUND.txt. In the file enter your contact
information.
 Create a Genealogy Research Toolbox on your USB f lash drive! Create a list of your most
frequently used URLs for research and also store PDF articles and books on your f lash drive.
 Add Rescue Tools! You never know when you may need tools such as AVG Rescue Disk,
SpyBot or Malwarebytes. Place these tech tools on your USB f lash drive.
 Store family history slide shows! Sort of how your crazy uncle always had old vacation slides
ready for an after-dinner show . . . you can share your genealogy research with friends and
family! Most new Smart TVs have USB ports allowing you to show photos, videos and more!

©2020, copyright Thomas MacEntee. All rights reserved. For more information, please visit
Abundant Genealogy at: http://abundantgenealogy.com 					GUM
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GUM Members demanding to be let in to the new
Support Centre

GUM members checking out the new training room.
Note the new large TV monitor. Bye bye projector

GUM
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One Genealogist’s Toolkit

T

rello is not strictly a family history
application. I started using it for
general day to day use prior to adapting
for my family history use. Trello is like a
giant cork board. On this cork board you
pin cards in columns. These cards can
be used to store all types of information.
Herein lies the major strength of Trello,
it is extremely versatile. How you use it is
left to your imagination.

To recap on my tools so far:
Personal Historian: is a feature rich, story writing/editing application. It is generally tailored for
the family historian who is writing a biography of a place or person. The principle used by PH is to
break up the narrative into chunks so that the author can concentrate on a specific sub-part of the
narrative, and thereby not become overwhelmed by the overall project.
Forever Notebook: for those that take handwritten notes and want to be able to save them
electronically. It is a special spiral bound notebook that you write/draw on, scan with the
Rocketbook app, then wipe clean to reuse. The magic is in the app where it processes the image then
forwards it to your preconfigured destination – Google Drive, One Drive, Evernote, email, etc., as a
PDF or JPG. It can also Optical Character Recognition (OCR) the document if you so wish.
Notebloc: is another phone/tablet scanning app that is quite useful in providing an image that is
evenly shaded, i.e. it will remove shadows from a scanned document making it clearer and more
easily read. It also realigns the perspective of a document so that it appears as if it has been scanned
from directly above.
Genscriber: is a utility to assist in the transcription of documents with the original on the top half
of the screen and the transcription data entry area in the lower half of the screen. Both free-form
text (as in a letter) and columnar data (as in census returns) are accommodated.
Photo Caption Creator: is a single purpose tool to "write on the back" of digital photos.
Now for this article's software tool.

Trello
Trello is available as:





An online web application
An app for both Android and iOS
A Windows application and
An Apple application.

An account with Trello is required to enable syncing between devices.
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I shall show you later where I find this very useful. Create your account and download and install
the desktop application. I suggest starting with the desktop application as I have found the mobile
version has a cut down feature set.
I am not that imaginative or creative, so my main use of Trello is as a ‘To Do’ list manager. After
seeing its capabilities from the way I use it, I am sure you will discover more useful ways of
adapting Trello into your family history research. When you do, please let me know.
Trello can have any number of ‘cork boards’ and these are presented on the opening screen. I always
find it handy to have a test board where I can test out new structural ideas before I ‘use them in
anger’ in a production board.
You will need to create your first board. You can configure your board to be private (mine are
exclusively private) or you can make them shareable so that you can work in concert with someone
else. Once your board is created, open it.
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Now you need to create your lists or columns for your cards. In my example, I have the following
lists:
 New Idea / Thought Bubble
 To Do
 This Month
 This Week
 Completed
 Someday/Maybe

Now that we have our lists, let’s create our first card. First, point to the list 'New Idea' / Add a card’.
I enter all new tasks/jobs in this list as a quick one liner so that I won't forget it. Let’s say our task is
‘Create a family history contact list'. Enter that on the card and <enter> to complete card. Go ahead
and enter a few more cards of your own. <ESC> to finish entering new cards.
At a set time each week, I sit down and process my ‘To Dos’ on my desktop. First I look at my 'New
Ideas' list. What you are seeing is the 'front' of each card. Left mouse click on our 'Create a family
history contact list', now you are seeing the 'back' of the card with a whole lot more information
available.
The free version allows only one of what Trello terms ‘Start-ups’. These are additional functionality
modules that are loaded when Trello initialises. The start-up that I have chosen to load is
the 'custom variables' start-up. I selected this start-up so that I could add my own additional
information to the card, e.g. task priority;
 Additional information on the back of the card (arrowed above)
 Add a due date and you can be reminded when your scheduled time is up
 Add a more detailed description to f lesh out what the task is all about
You can add any number of Custom fields, I have added a priority field which is a drop-down list of
P1, P2 etc.
 Add one or more checklists which you tick off when each step is completed
 Add commentary as the task progresses and a time stamped list of comments will be kept
with the task.
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Once the back of the card has been updated, I move the task, by drag and drop, to the open ‘To
Do’s’ list where I can schedule the time I shall complete this task. As each task is completed, I move
it to the ‘Completed’ list.
The completed list is not really necessary, as each card can be ‘archived’ to remove it from the ‘cork
board’. For me however, it is motivational to watch that completed list grow, as the ‘To Do’ list
never seems to reduce as new tasks keep being added.
At this point, it is probably a good time to install the app on your mobile device. I have it on my
phone as well as my tablet. Once installed, log into Trello using the same credentials you used for
your desktop. After you have successfully logged in, the board you created on your desktop will be
available on your mobile device.
What is the advantage of this? When you are sitting on the train or standing in line for the bus or
reading a journal in the library and a fantastic new idea hits you, whip out your phone and drop a
one-liner in the 'New Idea' list. I don't know about you, but if I don't jot it down immediately, it will
be lost.
There you have it, an electronic ‘To Do’ list manager you can use for family history or for general
day-to-day use.
(A word of warning to husbands, though. Load this on to your wife’s
phone at your own peril. You shall end up with a ‘To Do’ list you can’t
jump over. I know!)
As a ‘cork board’, it can have a multitude of uses – let me know what you
devise.

Technical Details
1.	
App Availability: This application is available for windows/Mac/Android/iPad and can be
downloaded from the developer's site.
2.

Web Site: https://trello.com

3.	
Pricing: A good reason, apart from its functionality, to have this application in your toolkit,
is that it is free. (Note: There are paid versions that offer additional features. Ed)

Disclaimer
(This is not paid political propaganda. I have no affiliation with the makers of Trello whatsoever.
MK)

Malcolm Kingston
		

GUM							
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GUM Book

So you are Totally New to Family Tree Maker Book
New third edition. The first in a series about FTM, this book covers
the absolute basics for new users, so that users with little computer
knowledge can get up and running. New third edition Specifically
revised for FTM 2017 and also applies to FTM 2019 and is in full colour.
Cost: $25.00 non-members $30 (includes postage)

GUM CD
DVD

45 videos

Instructional Video
Second Edition 2.2

NEW and Revised GUM FTM Instructional CD Version 2.2
Second Edition. (See page 15 of the November 2018 newsletter for
details)

March 2018

Exclusive to GUM. Contains 45 tutorials (up from 26) on using
Family Tree Maker 2017. Also suitable for FTM 2019
		
Play them as often as you like.
			 A MUST for all FTM users!
			
Cost: $10.00 members, $15 non-members (includes postage)			
												GUM
© Copyright 2018

Family Tree Maker
(Day)
The first Friday of the month at
Wadham House
1:00 pm start.
Cost $2.00
johndd@iinet.net.au
Next Meeting 2020:
6 March

Geelong & Bellarine
FTM Group

Self- Help Groups

Reunion User Group
First Friday of the month at a
private house Elwood
2:00 - 4:00 pm
Cost $2.00
reunionusers@vicgum.asn.au
Next Meeting 2020:
Friday 6 March

Meeting the third Monday of
each month at South Barwon
Community Centre,
Mt Pleasant Rd, Belmont
4:30 - 6:00 pm
Contact Maree

The third Monday of the month
at Wadham House
7:30 pm start.
Cost $2.00
ftmusers@vicgum.asn.au
Next Meeting 2020:
16 March

Ballarat FTM Group
Meeting the Third Sunday
of Every Second Month At
McDonalds
Sturt Street Ballarat.
at 1:00 pm
Contact Maureen
chatty44@bigpond.com

marcusgrove10@bigpond.com.au

Next Meeting 2020:

Next Meeting 2020:

16 March
GUM
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Family Tree Maker
(Evening)

19 April
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GUM Payment Options
Cheques and money orders (including the relevant postage) are to be made payable
to Victorian GUM Inc. and sent to: Suite 4. 318 Stephensons Road Mount Waverley
VIC 3149. Credit card facilities via telephone are available through VicGUM®, The
Genealogical Society of Victoria Inc. (GSV) in Melbourne. (The minimum amount is
$10.00).
For details of what is available see the VicGUM® merchandise page 30 or ring the GUM
Office 03 9807 2509 Wednesdays, 10:30 am to 2:30 pm; or go to:
www.vicgum.asn.au/ . Then click on Software & Sales.
Bank Account: Merchandise can be purchased via the GUM Website, through your bank
or by using your internet banking facilities. The details you require are:
ANZ Bank

BSB No: 013-030

Account No: 79 87792

If using direct bank deposit, please, please PLEASE also email details of your order/
subscription renewal, etc., including your bank name and/or transaction number etc.,
to: info@vicgum.asn.au so as we can match the payment.
You can also pay with your credit or debit card using the secure PayPal facility.
(You do not need to have a PayPal account to do this).

												GUM

One Year

GUM Subscriptions

Joining Fee (once off)			
Yearly Subscription 				

$15.00
$50.00 (Includes 12 emailed newsletters)

Joint Members (2 members at the same address)
Joining Fee (once off)			
Yearly Subscription 				

$25.00
$65.00 (Includes 12 emailed newsletters)

Two Years
Joining Fee (once off)			
Biennial Subscription 			

$15.00
$100.00 (Includes 24 emailed newsletters)

Joint Members (2 members at the same address)
Joining Fee (once off)			
Biennial Subscription 			

$25.00
$130.00 (Includes 24 emailed newsletters)

Your subscription status is shown with your newsletter email, please check it each month
To Pay online

https://www.vicgum.asn.au/ and click on the VICGUM MEMBERSHIP link
												GUM
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